CHARACTER WORKBOOK

Overall, we would rate Integrated Chinese as superior, innovative, and extremely versatile. We recommend it without hesitation as an invaluable core component of a Chinese language program at both the high school and college levels.

—Lisa M. Carlucci, MS, MA, Robbinsville (N.J.) High School / Washington Township Public Schools-Mercer
—Franco Pavletti, PhD, East Windsor (N.J.) Regional School District

FEATURES

Both traditional and simplified characters are included on the same page

Characters are listed in the order in which they appear in the textbook

Step-by-step, clear stroke order is prominently displayed

Practice squares include guide lines to help students balance characters correctly

Pinyin pronunciation and English definitions are clearly indicated for each character

The radical of each character is highlighted

Includes two indexes, one arranged alphabetically and one by lesson

Cheng & Tsui best-loved Chinese series has been newly revised for the 21st century! The third edition of the Integrated Chinese character workbook has been updated to meet the needs of today’s students with a clearer design, additional practice space, and a focus on the essentials of character writing. The character workbook is the ideal tool for concentrated practice on the essentials of Chinese writing, as well as making connections among related characters.

The Integrated Chinese series is a course designed for two years of study at the college level. It includes textbooks, workbooks, character workbooks, audio recordings, multimedia resources, and teacher resources. Materials are available in both simplified character and traditional character versions.
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Preface

This completely revised and redesigned Character Workbook is meant to accompany the third edition of *Integrated Chinese Level 2 (IC 2)*. It has been over ten years since the IC series came into existence in 1923. During these years, amid all the historical changes that took place in China and the rest of the world, the demand for Chinese language teaching/learning materials has grown dramatically. We are greatly encouraged by the fact that IC not only has been a widely used textbook at the college level all over the United States and beyond, but also has become increasingly popular for advanced language students in high schools. Based on user feedback, we have made numerous changes so that the Character Workbook can become an even more useful tool for students of Chinese.

**Stressing the importance of learning a new character by its components**

Learning a new character becomes much easier if the student can identify its components. If a new character contains a component already familiar to the student, the stroke order of that component will not be introduced again. However, we will show the stroke order of all new components as they appear when we introduce new characters. When the student learns a new character, he or she can easily tell if a component in the character has appeared in previous lessons. If the stroke order for that component is not displayed, it means that the component is not new. The student should try to recall where he or she has seen it before. By doing so, the student can connect new characters with old ones and build up a character bank. We believe that learning by association will help the student memorize characters better.

**Main features of the new Character Workbook**

a. Both traditional and simplified characters are introduced in equal size
   If a character appears in both traditional and simplified forms, we show both to accommodate different learner needs.

b. Pinyin and English definition are clearly noted
   We have moved the pinyin and the English definition above each character for easy recognition and review.

c. Radicals are highlighted
   The radical of each character is highlighted. Knowing what radical group a character belongs to is essential when looking up that character in a traditional dictionary where the characters are arranged according to their radicals. To a certain extent, radicals can also help the student decipher the meaning of a character. For example, characters containing the radical 貝/贝 (bèi, shell), such as 貴/贵 (guì, expensive), and 貨/货 (huò, merchandise), are often associated with money or value. The student can group the characters sharing the same radical together and learn them by association.
d. Stroke order is prominently displayed
Another feature that we think is important is the numbering of each stroke in the order of its appearance. Each number is marked at the beginning of that particular stroke. We firmly believe that it is essential to write a character in the correct stroke order, and to know where each stroke begins and ends. To display the stroke order more prominently, we have moved the step-by-step character writing demonstration next to the main characters.

e. A “training wheel” is provided
We also provide grids with fine shaded lines inside to help the student better envision and balance their characters when practicing.

Other features in the new edition

A set of Chinese Character Crosswords has been added to each lesson. Students are asked to fill out the crossword puzzles based on the pinyin given, which helps them retain and re-associate characters when forming words.

To help the student look up characters more easily, we decided to provide two indices, one arranged alphabetically by pinyin and the other by lesson. The formation and radical of each character in this book are based on the fifth edition of the Modern Chinese Dictionary (現代漢語詞典第五版/现代汉语词典第五版) published by the Commercial Press (商務印書館/商务印书馆). A total of 201 radicals and the stroke number and stroke order of each character all appear in that dictionary, and in some cases the same character is listed under more than one radical. For the characters in this book that fall into that category, we provide two radicals in order to facilitate students’ dictionary searches. The two radicals are presented in order from top to bottom (e.g., 名: 夭, 口), left to right (e.g., 功: 工, 力), and large to small (e.g., 章: 音, 立; 麻: 麻, 广).

The changes that we made in the new version reflect the collective wishes of the users. We would like to take this opportunity to thank those who gave us feedback on how to improve the Character Workbook. We would like to acknowledge in particular Professor Hu Shuangbao of Beijing University, who read the entire manuscript and offered invaluable comments and suggestions for revision. Ms. Laurel Damashek at Cheng & Tsui assisted throughout the production process.

We hope you find this new edition useful. We welcome your comments and feedback. Please report any typos or other errors to editor@cheng-tsui.com.
Lesson 11

shù  to tie

jiù  to follow

xù  to continue

jiù  mother's brother; maternal uncle
Lesson 11

qū  
district

huán  
ring; to surround

jìng  
territory

qiáng  
wall
### Characters from Proper Nouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Pinyin</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>duān</td>
<td>端</td>
<td>extreme point; end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēn</td>
<td>恩</td>
<td>kindness; benefaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiāo</td>
<td>夜</td>
<td>night</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examples:**

- 端 (duān) -极端 (duān túng) - extreme point; end
- 恩 (ēn) -恩惠 (ēn huì) - kindness; benefaction
- 夜 (xiāo) - 夜晚 (xiāo wǎn) - night
Chinese Character Crosswords

Fill out the puzzles based on the *pinyin* clues provided. The common character is positioned in the center of the cluster of rings. The arrows indicate which way you should read the words.

1. **ding**
   - cān ➔ jīn ➔ zhǐ
   - tīng

2. **duān**
   - wǔ ➔ jié ➔ rì
   - qū

3. **guǒ**
   - jié ➔ hūn ➔ zhōng
   - shù
Lesson 14

yǔ  and; with

qī  wife

tuí  to retreat

sàn  to scatter
**duàn**  to forge; to temper

**liàn**  to smelt; to refine

**quān**  circle; to encircle; to mark with a circle

**duì**  a row or line of people; column; (measure word for teams and lines)
tóu  to throw; to cast

zēng  to increase

xiàng  direction; toward

jiǎn  temperate; frugal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Pinyin</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>漲</td>
<td>zhǎng</td>
<td>(of water, prices, etc.) to rise; to surge; to go up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>炒</td>
<td>chǎo</td>
<td>to saute; to stir-fry; to speculate (for profit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>股</td>
<td>gǔ</td>
<td>thigh; share (of stock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>引</td>
<td>yǐn</td>
<td>to draw out; to attract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chinese Character Crosswords

Fill out the puzzles based on the *pinyin* clues provided. The common character is positioned in the center of the cluster of rings. The arrows indicate which way you should read the words.

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. xiāo
   - làng
   - fēi
   - lǐ
   - qǐ
   - zhōng
   - zhì
   - yú
   - děng

2. lǜ
   - sī
   - kǎo
   - shì

3. xué
   - li

SAMPLE